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There is no one way to approach writing a pop song. Some people start with the 
melodies, some by writing or finding lyrics, others by choosing a few chords. The 
following composing steps will hopefully give you some ideas on how to start 
building your own song.

Step 1: STRUCTURE + Planning
To write a pop song, you must understand how the music is organised and think about how many 
different sections to write. There are lots of variations on the basic structure! One really good piece of 
advice is to listen to lots of different types of pop songs; you can then decide what you think works well.

There are key basic ideas common to lots of different types of ‘pop’ songs. This composing unit will 
consider the musical content in Toto’s ‘Africa’ as the main influence for your own ideas.

The various sections in the song ’Africa’ are listed below.

Introduction

Verse 1 Verse 2

Chorus 1 Chorus 2 Instrumental

Link Link Chorus 3

→ Outro

→

All sections have a particular function:

The Introduction – captures listener’s interest.

The Verse – usually carries the main message of the song.

The Chorus – is the ‘memorable’ bit that’s ‘catchy’.

The Link – builds anticipation and provides a ‘break’ or ‘interlude’.

The Outro – a short passage or idea to close the song.
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Plan your overall SONG STRUCTURE. Decide what sections you will include – start with the basics. 
Laying out your ideas will help you keep focused.

Decide what sections you need. You do not need to fill all the boxes.

You may come across sections in other songs that you listen to, occasionally labelled differently – but 
their function is often still to provide contrast and variety (check out terms such as Middle 8, Bridge, 
Break; sometimes songs also include a Pre-chorus which builds up to the chorus).

Don’t worry about writing these sections in the order that you will eventually use them in your song. 
Your first idea may be the most important one, and so may well end up being the chorus, and you can 
then write other sections around that. Perhaps the introduction (if you have an introduction) may be the 
last section that you will write. For this, you could pick some chords or ideas from your song to use, or 
perhaps build up some musical layers.

In the recording of ‘Africa’, the Outro section continually repeats the music from the 
Introduction section; the texture is gradually reduced each time so that by the end, the music 

is reduced to only the rhythm track heard at the beginning of the song accompanied by the 
bass line of riff ’a’. The instruction on the score states ‘repeat and fade’.

Your song composition will be submitted as work for the GCSE Music examination, so take full 
advantage of the opportunity to show that you can produce a good ‘ending’ to your piece. The best 
advice in this respect, therefore, is not to ‘repeat and fade’. A firm conclusion will demonstrate your 
awareness of the overall structure.
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Listen to and analyse some other songs (your favourites and others), maybe in a variety of different 
styles. Make any useful notes below:
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Step 2: What’s it all about? THE LYRICS
You don’t need to write your own lyrics, but if you wish to use existing lyrics, you do need to find words 
that are suitable and that you are unfamiliar with, otherwise you will be constantly reminded of the 
original tune. Look for words that bring out the right kind of emotions that you are looking to express 
through your music. 

‘Africa’ was written by David Paich and Jeff Porcaro, two members of the American rock band Toto. 
Apparently moved by the images of human suffering presented in a documentary on Africa, Paich 
incorporated the themes of love and location as he created a ‘boy loves girl separated by distance’ story. 
The music was influenced by the percussive styles and rhythms of African music.

You need to decide what your song is going to be about. You may want to consider some of the general 
suggestions below, to help you choose.

Teenage love lost Fight for your rights Changes in your life Loss of a loved one

A life experience Teenage love found Disillusionment Teenage rebellion

Social disaster 
(flood, fires, people 

losing jobs)

A sad or depressing 
topic

Facing change Teenage angst

A happy situation
An exciting 
opportunity

Missing people
A newspaper story 

that has caught 
your attention

Add to your ideas below:
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Think of a beginning, a middle and an end for your story-telling piece through music. Map out the 
rhyming words and patterns and decide what kind of style to adopt. The lyrics in ‘Africa’ are arranged in 
the following way:

Verse 1 – 8 lines long. In the first 4 lines, alternate lines end with words rhyming (i.e. ABAB):

I hear the drums echoing tonight

But she hears only whispers of some quiet conversation

She’s coming in, 12:30 flight

The moonlit wings reflect the stars that guide me towards salvation

Line 1 rhymes with line 3

Line 2 rhymes with line 4

In the second part of the verse, there is a slight change (i.e. ABAC):

I stopped an old man along the way

Hoping to find some old forgotten words or ancient melodies

He turned to me as if to say

“Hurry boy, it’s waiting there for you”

Line 1 rhymes with line 3

Line 2 does not rhyme with 
line 4

The last line of the verse prepares the listener for the chorus.

Chorus – 4 lines long....with no rhyming words at the end of the lines (though the end of the first line 
on the chorus [i.e. ...’from you’] echoes the end of the verse [i.e.....’for you’]). The 3rd line of the chorus 
includes the title of the song:

‘I bless the rains down in Africa’
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Some other common formats of lyrics are:

Format Example

AAAA – all lines rhyming Yesterday

All my troubles seem so far away

Now I need a place to hide away

Oh, I believe in Yesterday

[The Beatles – ‘Yesterday’]

Verse: AA

Pre-chorus: AA

Chorus: Lines 1 + 3 do not rhyme

Lines 2 + 4 repeat and include the 
title of the song.

Shed some skin for the fear within,

Is starting to hurt me with everything.

Free from the memory

Escape from our history

And I just hope that you can forgive us,

But everything must go,

And if you need an explanation,

Then everything must go.

[Manic Street Preachers – ‘Everything Must Go’]

ABCB

Alternate lines rhyming  
(i.e. 2 and 4)

Lines 1 and 3 – no rhyming

I hurt myself today

To see if I still feel

I focus on the pain

The only thing that’s real

The needle tears a hole

The old familiar sting

Try to kill it all away

But I remember everything

[Johnny Cash –‘Hurt’]
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Format Example

AAAB When the rain is blowing in your face

And the whole world is on your case

I could offer you a warm embrace

To make you feel my love

[Adele – ‘Make You Feel My Love’]

AABBCCD In restless dreams I walked alone

Narrow streets of cobblestone

Neath the halo of a streetlamp

I turned by collar to the cold and damp

When my eyes were stabbed by the flash of a neon light

That split the night

And touched the sound of silence

[Paul Simon – ‘Sound of Silence’]

ABABCB (Verse)

AABB  
(Chorus - exact repeat of lines)

Maybe I’m foolish

Maybe I’m blind

Thinking I can see through this

And see what’s behind

Got no way to prove it

So maybe I’m blind

But I’m only human after all

I’m only human after all

Don’t put your blame on me

Don’t put your blame on me

[Rag’N’Bone Man – ‘I’m Only Human After All’]

So, you could rhyme the end of your lines throughout, or only in the verse, or only in the chorus; you 
could even work on a different plan for different sections of your song. It really is up to you.
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Pick your topic, and start creating some lyrics for your song. Start by planning words for a verse and a 
chorus. Choose words that link with your topic. Think of words that rhyme with the words. Here’s an 
example:

BREAK
AWAY

Topic:
FRIENDSHIP
BREAK-UP

MEMORY CRY

FRIEND

WHY
TRY
DRY
HI
BYE
LIE
MY
SLY
UNTIE

SET ME FREE
HOW TO BE
IS IT ME
I CAN SEE
CAN YOU SEE
WHY CAN’T WE
WE AGREE
NO ENERGY

YESTERDAY   
WHY CAN’T YOU SAY       
PRICE TO PAY                    
STAY AWAY            

TO OBEY
THINK I MAY 
THERE IS A WAY               
BACK HERE TODAY

END  
SEND
COMPREHEND
CONDESCEND
GIRLFRIEND                  

MEND
LEND
INTEND
CAN DEPEND                  
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Step 3: RHYTHM
This is such an important part of this style, as it is the element which pushes the music forward. You 
could have basic or slow ideas which feel very different with the addition of a ‘rock beat’! 

In the song ‘Africa‘, the time signature is 2/2 (two minim beats per bar). 

The rhythmic element is covered by the drum kit, additional percussion and obviously 
the rhythms of the ‘riffs’ and the melody line. 

2/

The underlying ‘rock’ beat is a common pattern which underlies all the other rhythmic layers heard in 
the song:

Above this you will also be able to identify additional percussion parts. These extra percussion 
instruments perform ostinati ideas that are irregular in their grouping, cutting across the time signature.

Here are some other ‘rock’ beats which you may find useful to explore:

One very typical addition to a rock beat is to get a shaker or tambourine to play continuous quavers:
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The recording of ‘Africa’ actually starts with an 8 bar percussion track, which uses layered rhythm parts 
to show the influence of African rhythms.

Task:
Compose 8 bars of a layered rhythmic texture in the following time signatures. Create 5 one-bar 
rhythmic patterns, before you layer your ideas using technology.

The result would look something like this:

IDEA 5 IDEA 5 IDEA 5 IDEA 5

IDEA 4 IDEA 4 IDEA 4 IDEA 4 IDEA 4

IDEA 3 IDEA 3 IDEA 3 IDEA 3 IDEA 3 IDEA 3

IDEA 2 IDEA 2 IDEA 2 IDEA 2 IDEA 2 IDEA 2 IDEA 2

IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1 IDEA 1

Get the idea? Now compose some one-bar rhythmic patterns! Use the pace below to write your ideas.

Experiment with different patterns. You could copy a loop or idea using ICT but edit it to ensure 
contrast, variety and development of ideas until you are happy with the outcome.
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The rhythms of the vocal line are more complex, as the content relies on the words. These are easier to 
copy simply by listening and repeating in performance, than fully appreciate from reading the music. 
This is why it may be a good idea to work from lyrics, because your work is likely to reflect the natural 
rhythm patterns of the words, and would therefore be more complex and more interesting.

In ‘Africa’, the rhythm of the melody is mostly syncopated and includes some dotted rhythms and 
tied notes. The rhythm of riff ‘a’ includes a dotted rhythm and a syncopated pattern:

By contrast, the rhythm of riff ‘b’ is a rhythm in straight quavers:

Task:
1. Compose a syncopated pattern using two or three chords.

2. Compose a fast-paced riff in straight rhythms in the style of riff ’b’. Use four or five notes for 
your riff.
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Other ideas:

• Decide on some patterns and styles for the various sections you have decided to include in your 
song.

• Include an additional percussion part (or parts) to give variety (e.g. tambourine on every 
crotchet beat, or every quaver).

• Consider variety in the use of hand percussion/percussion (e.g. congas, cowbells, cabasa, claves, 
guiro)

• Think about using triplets within every crotchet beat (i.e. 12/8, compound quadruple time)

• Vary the performing technique (i.e. brushes on kit instead of sticks).
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Step 4: WRITING a successful tune.
Let’s consider the musical features of the melody in ‘Africa’. The ideas are repeated throughout the song.

Riff ‘a’ – repetitive idea, with upward interval of perfect 4th at the end of the pattern.

Riff ‘b’ – stepwise 5 note pattern which creates upward interval of 4th on each repetition of the idea.

Verse:

Line 1: Repetition of pitches at start of line (‘I hear the drums echo.’).

Upward stepwise movement spanning the interval of a 4th (‘...[e]choing tonight’).

Line 2: Conjunct movement, pitched lower with just one interval of a 3rd in the last word (‘ver-sa ‘).

Higher pitched line – all conjunct movement – in the line before the chorus (‘Hurry boy, it’s waiting there 
for you’).

Chorus:

Pitched higher than verse.

Line 1: Repetition of same pitch throughout the line until semitone step down at the end of line (A falls 
to G# on ‘from you’).

Remaining lines repeat the melodic idea, until the end of chorus where the last note G# is extended by 
shorter melodic ideas. This is melismatic writing, still mostly stepwise but with two intervals of a 3rd 
included (one in bars 342-35, the other at the end of the vocal line).

Instrumental:

The contrasting instrumental section develops the melodic idea of riff ‘b’. It is based on two scales:

B major pentatonic scale E major scale
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Task
1. Write a pattern of five or six pitches from the E major scale (you can repeat a pitch if you wish). 

Repeat the idea, before developing the pattern across a much wider pitch range.

2. Write a pattern of three or four notes from the pentatonic scale of B major (you can repeat a 
pitch if you wish). Repeat the idea before developing the pattern across a much wider pitch 
range.

E major ideas

B major pentatonic ideas

Overall:

• Consider the balance of stepwise and disjunct movement

• Consider the different intervals used

• Consider the ascending ideas

• Consider the descending ideas

• Consider the overall ‘shape’ of the melody

• Consider the use of any devices (repetition/imitation/similar patterning)

• Consider the full range of the vocal melody

• Consider the range of pitches in each vocal phrase.
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Writing your own melodic ideas for the verse and the chorus
Here are a range of suggestions and tasks for you to try. You may create your melodic ideas without 
considering the words; alternatively, you may want to think about setting your lyrics as you create the 
tunes. 

Some tunes have a wide range, some have a high range, others a low range, some are very narrow in 
range, some use repeated note ideas, and some combine lots of features. The main thing is that the 
notes you put together need to work together, resulting in something that is lyrical, and something that 
can be sung – in other words, memorable and ‘catchy’.

Listen to some famous pop/rock tunes: Think about the range, the overall shape, when notes are 
repeated, move by step or include a leap.

Always keep a notebook or recorder handy – it’s so easy to forget your ideas.

Notes
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1. Creating through improvising.

The chorus of the song ‘Africa’ is in the key of A major.

On an instrument of your choice, improvise using the scale of A major. Think about the balance of 
ideas, and work to create question and answering phrases. Start with the plan below.

Improvise on your own, or work with a partner. Use the first five notes as shown to improvise your 
musical ‘questions’. Use the last four notes in the scale to improvise the musical ‘answers’.

TIP: Two important pitches in melody writing are the tonic and the dominant notes. In the key 
of A major: 
  •    the tonic note is A 
  •    the dominant note is E.

Think about some of the melodic features already mentioned (i.e. repeating notes, moving stepwise to 
the tonic or dominant note to complete a phrase, including an interval etc.).

Can you record your ideas?
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2. Pick two chords of your own choice, and record, copy and paste them as a loop. Above this harmonic 
basis, work to improve your improvisation skills, above the continuous vamping of these two chords. 

Note your best ideas below:

(You may record your ideas using ICT, or just use letter names if you find this easier.)

Now record a two-bar harmonic pattern of your choosing, and record in the same way so that you can 
practice improvising above the selected chords.

3. Your melodic ideas need to be distinctive, and have character. Two very important features in 
songwriting are Hooks and Riffs. Both of these can be melodic ideas.

A Riff is a repeated musical idea (ostinato). It could be a chord progression, a rhythmic pattern or a 
melodic pattern.

A Hook is a very ‘catchy’ and memorable musical idea which captures the attention of the listener (it 
could be a riff, passage or melodic phrase). It’s often the musical line that contains the title of the song, 
perhaps also a few lines of the chorus.

In the key of A major (or a key of your own choosing), create a musical riff above one or more chords. 
Note down your ideas and the chords:

In the key of A major (or a key of your own choosing):

a. set the first line(s) of your planned chorus to a distinctive melodic pattern

b. figure out which chords would be suitable to support your melodic ideas.
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RIFFS: Pick two notes from a chord or scale. Add some ‘next door’ (adjacent notes) to create a distinctive 
pattern. Riffs can be part of the main melody or used as ‘backing riffs’.

IMPORTANT: Musical ideas will layer up and work well together when they are supported by 
the same harmonies.

4. Once you have decided on your ‘hook’, try playing some different chords under the idea. This can 
provide interesting contrast and variety. Note your ideas below:
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5. Melodies are not always sung. To vary the texture, think about adding melodic layers in other parts 
such as keyboard, or lead guitar. Choose a chord progression that works well in the key you are using, 
and create some short patterns and a longer melodic phrase.

Key and scale:

[Short ideas]

[Longer ideas]
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6. Writing the VERSE

Decide on the structure. How long is the verse going to be? (4 bars? 8 bars? 16 bars?)

You may prefer to think of it in terms of how many lines of lyrics there are. You may decide to include a 
specific interval, or keep the movement mainly stepwise/conjunct. Try to reflect the words that you have 
written or chosen. Keep a balance and flow to your ideas.

Writing the CHORUS

Keep it simple. Your chorus needs character and identity and needs to be memorable. It needs a ‘lift’ to 
separate it from the verse. 

You don’t need many lyrics in the chorus; that way, it’s easier to remember and will be more successful.

Take your favourite chord progression and build a hook around it.

Sometimes a chorus has more than one hook – save your best until the end of the chorus.

Play around with different patterns based on the scale of your choice. Think about the melodic shapes. 
Remember: your ideas can be instrumental as well as vocal.
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Step 6: CHORDS and PROGRESSIONS
Pop songs use all types of scales and keys. You are probably already familiar with the Blues scale and 
the Pentatonic scale.

In ‘Africa’, the harmony is very interesting, as is the establishment of the key. The verse is in E major 
(though the chords are an interesting variety, and the tonic chord of E is rarely heard). The chorus is in A 
major.

This is the scale of E major with its chords.

This is the scale of A major with its chords.

The progressions used in the song are:

Introduction IV – iii - vi

Verse B – D#m – G#m – B/F#

A/E – E/F# - G#m – 

A – G#m – C#m

Chorus F#m – D – A – E (changes last line)
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Note that:

• lots of chords are in root position, but there are also inverted chords, both first and second 
inversions

• on some scores it may be noted that some 7th chords are indicated (e.g. D#m7 and G#m7 in the 
first line of the verse). If you are interested in exploring these chords, they are:

D#m7 G#m7

In your composition, you can use whatever chords you want, as long as you are happy with the outcome 
and the progression.

Additional information

It is a great help to work out the chord bank for the key that you decide to use. Details of the chords 
in ‘Africa’ have been outlined above, along with the scales of E major, A major and their triads. This is a 
chart which gives details of 7th chords which you may also find useful.
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There are a number of ways in which the chords in a piece can be varied or made more interesting.

Consider the following:

• Inverted chords

Root position: A major, root position:

D#m 1st inversion: A major, 1st inversion:

D#m 2nd inversion: A major, 2nd inversion:

• Major and minor versions of chords (e.g. D major → D minor).

• Adding extensions to chords (add-ons, 7ths, 9ths).

D#m7 Chord I9 in E major G#m7
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Some other ‘extended chords’:

E-G#-B-D# A-C-E-G D-F#-A-C E-G#-B-C# C-E-G-Bb-D

Play these chords on a keyboard so that you can appreciate the sound.

• Varying the harmonic rhythms 
In ‘Africa’, riff ‘a’ includes 3 chord changes (A - G#m – C#m). 
Riff ‘b’ is heard over just one chord, held on (C#m sustained beneath the melodic riff).

A major triad G# minor triad C# minor triad

• Record/play the chords of A, G# min and C# minor, planning the rhythm so that the harmonic 
pattern lasts for four bars, which is then repeated (the following example is not the same 
rhythmic patterning or positioning of chords as in the song ‘Africa’. These are all 2nd inversion 
chords).

• Now record/play the chords, arranging them so that the harmonic pattern lasts for two bars 
(which then repeats).

Now copy and paste as a loop, and improvise above the continuous vamping of these two chords. Note 
your best ideas below:

(You may record your ideas using ICT, or just use letter names if you find this easier.)
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Another useful harmonic device is that of a pedal note, often used in this genre of music.

A pedal note is when a note is sustained (or repeated), usually in the bass part, during which the 
harmony above it changes in some way so that the overall sound can be sometimes dissonant.

Check out the following famous examples:

KASHMIR [Led Zeppelin]

SMOKE ON THE WATER [Deep Purple]

Note also:

• use of power chords (where the 3rd of the chord is omitted)

• syncopated melodic riff in treble against driving quavers in the bass.
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Task
Compose a short piece using two of the four chord progressions from the song ‘Africa’. Use some 
‘inverted chords’ and ‘vary the harmonic rhythm’.

Now you need to compose your own bank of chords. You can start with the chords of a scale or key, or 
simply experiment and write down all the chords you like. This includes any chords consisting of 2, 3, or 
4 notes that you like the sound of and the way that they sound in a progression.

Start with a triad – then add a note to it or move one of the notes. This also adds further interest and 
harmonic colour.

You will have probably heard of the 3-chord trick, or the 4-chord trick being used throughout a song. As 
you are composing to gain credit and marks in an examination, it is better for you to impress with a 
wider choice of harmonies and chords.

Some chords of 2, 3 or 4 notes:

Now, two chords that sound good as a progression:
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Now copy out the 2 chords as a starting point, repeat them, then add a 3rd and 4th chord.

Here is another chord bank for you. This particular one illustrates some chord possibilities in the key of 
A minor.

Some other useful ideas:

• Use a ‘turnaround chord’ – this is when the chord used at the end of a section prepares you for 
the next section of music.

• Repeat your chordal progression but vary the bass line or rhythm above it.

• Consider the use of ‘modes’ – the Mixolydian mode is particularly common.
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Mixolydian mode starting on C with its triads:

Note that the only difference between this and the key of C major is the chord of the 
flattened 7th (i.e. B flat – D – F).

Task
Compose some four-bar progressions using the triads from the mixolydian scale above. Start on any 
chord, finish on any chord, and use some root position chords along with inverted chords.
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Step 7: Arranging ideas - TEXTURE
Many songs in this genre are based on the following layers of texture:

Rhythm on the drum kit

Bass line (bass guitar) 

Harmony (electric guitar) 

Lead vocal with main melody 

The above ideas are heard in the song ‘Africa’ – but also note:

• the use of synthesisers, the pads and various timbres such as pan flutes and additional 
percussion sounds

• the use of backing vocals (multiple voices)

• the use of overdubbing to maximise effects

• the layers of percussion ideas and patterns.

When you compose, think about how you can show your understanding by conforming to such 
conventions. Then, when you present and arrange your ideas, think how you can put your own stamp 
on the musical content. For examination purposes, it is advisable to present interesting musical ideas, 
and work to ensure contrast, variety and development of those ideas.

Here are some suggestions for you:

a. Include a section for just some of the instruments, e.g. keyboards and strings only.

b. Include some additional percussion, e.g. adding a shaker on every crotchet beat; a cymbal on 
the first beat of every bar, or layers of patterns and timbres.

c. Add ‘sustained’ notes on a string pad or backing vocals.

d. Add a countermelody for lead guitar or keyboard.

e. Add a second electric guitar for harmonies in 3rds or 6ths.

f. Include some ‘call and response’ melodic ideas.

g. Use backing vocals to imitate main vocal ideas.

h. Include additional sections to the structure which allow opportunity for melodic development 
(Bridge / Break/Pre-chorus).


